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Library Update
Thanks to some seriously
impressive illustrative skills
from Mrs Fellows this summer,
the library is now looking
marvelous. We look forward to
spending more time choosing
books in this haven from now on!

Roald Dahl Day 2019
Meare Village Primary School

Welcome to our first reading

newsletter where we share news
about one of our favourite pastimes
here at Meare! We have already
kick-started the year with a reading
buzz by holding our annual
celebration in honour of Roald Dahl.
Read on to find out more …

Picture here

Each term we will
share a picture of one
of you caught in the
act of enjoying a good
book!

kAs ever, the
wondercrumptious
children of Meare looked
fanatabulous on our day of
all things Dahl! (It’s just
possible that the
teachers are keen on
dressing-up too!)

What We Are Reading In Our Classes This Term
Pyxis
Pegasus
Draconis
Centaurus

Other books that link to our curriculum that you could read at home

Review Wall

Have YOU been enjoying
a crackingly good read
lately? Write a review
and pass it to Mrs Noel
and it may just end up
here on our wall.
Teachers and parents and
grandparents, that means
you too!

Every review handed to
Mrs Noel will be entered
into a prize draw and the
winning reviewer, drawn
from a hat will win a
bookish prize!

This summer I read, The Lost Magician
by Piers Torday.
At first it seemed to be just
too similar to The Lion the Witch and
the Wardrobe (I’d read that Piers Today
had meant it to be like this) and I just
wasn’t sure I’d enjoy it. However, the
way that the author played with the
idea of a portal into a different world
was completely new and surprising.
As soon as I entered this
world, I was swept away!

I would recommend this book to
anyone who enjoys adventure, a touch
of magic and a lot of danger and
excitement too!

Your review could be here!

Marvellous Meare Recommends…

Our roving readers (aka Marcus and Alex from Centaurus) have been around the school to find out which
books you’ve been enjoying lately.
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